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Opportunities for Women in the
Advice Industry
Learn why women are ideally suited to thrive in today’s wealth
management environment.

WOMEN AND THE FINANCIAL
SERVICES INDUSTRY
The limited female representation in the financial services industry has been well documented. Although the numbers
are climbing, just 20 percent1 of financial professionals in 2019 were women — a modest four percent increase from
the 16 percent2 representation reported by Cerulli Associates in 2017. The current level of female representation in the
wealth management industry is in direct contrast to the demographic trends occurring in many other professions
across the country. Women now compose 51 percent3 of the United States population and represent the majority of
the workforce. Significant progress has been made in professions such as law and medicine, where nearly 40 percent4,5
of doctors and lawyers are females. Women possess many valuable skills that directly correlate with traits commonly
found in a successful financial professional, including the ability to empathize, listen, and create detailed plans. So, why
aren’t more women pursuing opportunities in the financial services industry?
Cerulli Associates set out to find an answer, and discovered that 49 percent2 of female financial professionals cite a lack of
familiarity with the finance sector as a major factor preventing women from pursuing a career in the field. Moreover, just
13 percent of surveyed women6 were aware of the existence of a financial advising profession. This lack of exposure has
led to a general absence of awareness surrounding the many opportunities that exist for women in the financial services
industry. Perhaps the most significant involves ‘The Great Wealth Transfer,’ which continues to shake up the financial
landscape with an unprecedented $68 trillion7 expected to pass from aging male baby boomers to their spouses and
heirs over the next 25 years. This seismic transfer of wealth represents a meaningful opportunity for many women to
enter the industry and connect with female clients, many of whom will control a large share of assets.
Additionally, a career as a financial professional brings with it several unique perks, including the ability to control the
calendar and operate with a flexible schedule. For many women, this has become not only a desirable trait in a profession,
but an essential one, as they attempt to manage career aspirations and family-related goals. At Cambridge, one of our
priorities is increasing awareness around the rewarding opportunities that come with a career in the advice industry.

THE GREAT WEALTH TRANSFER AND
THE NEW FACE OF WEALTH
Close to 40 percent8 of current financial professionals intend to retire within the next 10 years, leaving the advice industry
wide open to educated and qualified replacements. For many women with wealth management career aspirations,
this changing of the guard presents a potential opportunity for immediate success. The Great Wealth Transfer – which
analysts have deemed the largest shift of generational wealth in history9 – is expected to put women in control of massive
amounts of wealth in the next two decades. Today, roughly 70 percent of United States affluent-household investable
assets – or $30 trillion in financial assests9 – are controlled by aging baby boomers. Two-thirds9 of these assets are held
in joint households. As male baby boomers begin to pass, women, who on average outlive men by five years9, will be
positioned to make important financial and investing decisions with significant levels of inherited assets.
Moreover, women are more likely than men to feel they have a critical gap in meeting their key financial goals. As
a result, women have exhibited a tendency to seek out new wealth management relationships to better suit their
needs after a spouse passes away. This is particularly evident in the case of widows: 70 percent of women9 shift assets
to a new financial professional and institution within a year of their spouse’s death.

THE EVOLVING
ROLE OF THE MODERN
FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL
This trend is largely driven by a woman’s
desire to connect with their financial
professional on both a financial and personal
level. A recent Hearts and Wallets10 study
found that 66 percent of women over the
age of 50 look for a financial professional
who can “explain things in understandable
terms.” Moreover, nearly one-third11 of affluent
women identified “trust” as a top priority
when selecting a financial professional.
Discussing personal finances can be a
private and uncomfortable conversation
for many, and the ability to communicate
and display empathy when speaking
intimately with clients is critical. Partly due
to their ability to listen, understand, and
connect at a high level, several studies12 have
found that women are four times more
likely than men to work with a female
financial professional.

These communication skills are particularly
important considering how the role of a
financial professional has developed over
time. The industry is trending from an
emphasis on investment management to
financial planning as fee based accounts
become more popular with clients. While
many financial professionals choose to
specialize in investment management, estate
planning, retirement planning, insurance,
debt repayment, tax planning or any other
aspect of the financial industry, clients are
increasingly wanting a holistic financial plan
that serves as the base of the relationship.
Women who enjoy the process of creating
detailed plans may find value in using these
skills to help investing clients prepare for
retirement, save for a child’s education, or
simply diversify their portfolio.
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CONTROL THE CALENDAR,
CONTROL YOUR LIFE
Female millennials are entering the workforce in larger numbers13 than any of their previous generations, and are looking
for specific qualities in a career choice. One of the most valuable is flexibility – specifically, the flexibility to choose when
and where to work. A PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) study reported that 97 percent13 of women identify work-life
balance as important to them. Particularly as advances in technology unlock new possibilities, women are increasingly
seeking professions that will provide an opportunity for career success without hindering their ability to raise a family.
While working with clients does require coordination on both sides, a career as a wealth manager provides scheduling
flexibility that many other professions don’t. The ability to meet with investing clients at times and locations that are
mutually beneficial provides women with the best of both worlds and provides the freedom to participate in important
family events.
There are additional characteristics of the wealth management industry that many people, women included, may find
appealing. Some of these include:

Problem Solving
Rather than selling

Helping Others
Particularly young
investors who don’t possess
many assets yet

Relationship Building
and Mentoring

Financial Planning

MORE WOMEN, NOT FEWER
MEN – THE CAMBRIDGE APPROACH
Increasing awareness regarding the valuable opportunities that come with a career in the financial services industry
is one of our objectives at Cambridge. As the role of a financial professional has developed over time, there are fewer
conversations taking place about beating the market and more about identifying goals that give life meaning. These
goals are ultimately accomplished through the process of cultivating strong relationships with clients and creating
detailed financial plans that will help them maximize success, no matter what those objectives may involve.
Women, in particular, may be positioned to take advantage of the evolving role of the modern financial professional.
At Cambridge, we encourage more quality career professionals to engage in the advice industry. We recognize that
by pushing for more women and men to join the profession, the industry as a whole – and ultimately investing
clients – can benefit. It’s about bringing even more women into our industry, not less men, and helping quality financial
professionals move into leadership roles, and empowering them to seize opportunities. Cambridge has strong leadership,
including our CEO, Amy Webber – the only female CEO14 among the top-10 independent broker-dealers in the United
States. To execute our mission, we’ve created several initiatives designed to encourage greater female participation in
the advice industry. They include:
Cambridge Community of Women
Created in 2011, the Cambridge Community of Women was launched to bring Cambridge women together on a more
regular basis. Initially, this group conducted monthly calls with topics driven by women financial professionals, led by
our female practice management coaches. Over time, the group developed an annual luncheon at Ignite, our national
conference. The meeting regularly hosts well over 100 women and men for an energized lunch with fellow financial
professionals presenting on important topics.
Cambridge Community of Women Forum
Developed as a vehicle for our female and male financial professionals to share ideas, connect, and learn, the Cambridge
Community of Women Forum is hosted by female leaders from our home office. The event brings this collaborative
community together for a day of networking, collaboration, and inspiration, with the goal of producing new ideas that
will fuel business growth.

Cambridge’s CEO, Amy Webber was honored in the inaugural InvestmentNews Women to
Watch in 2016 and Colleen Bell – Chief Fiduciary Service Officer at Cambridge – was named
to the InvestmentNews Women to Watch list in 2020. In total, 68 percent of Cambridge home
office associates and 30 percent15 of senior executives are women. In the next tier of leadership,
50 percent of our vice presidents are women and 56 percent of our assistant vice president
positions are held by women.15

A CAREER IN FINANCIAL
SERVICES – TAKING THE BIG LEAP
According to a study by Insured Retirement Institute16, 70 percent of
women who are seeking a financial professional would prefer to work
with a female. This may be of particular interest to women contemplating
a career in the wealth management industry, especially considering the
massive transfer of wealth occurring across the country and the rate at
which widows are seeking a new financial professional after inheriting
assets. These developments, paired with the ability to create a schedule
that encourages work-life balance and allows for greater flexibility around
family events, may appeal to women of all walks of life.

About Cambridge
Cambridge Investment Group, Inc. is a privately controlled financial solutions firm
focused on serving independent financial professionals and their investing clients.
Cambridge offers a broad range of choices for independent financial professionals
regarding solutions for advice, growth, technology, and independence. Cambridge’s
national reach includes: Cambridge Investment Research Advisors, Inc. – a large
corporate RIA; and Cambridge Investment Research, Inc. – an independent
broker-dealer, member FINRA/SIPC, that is among the largest privately controlled
independent broker-dealers in the country.
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